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ffi
officer m'Su.g,

Kotulpur Police Station
Dist- Bankura

Sub: Prayer to lodge FIR against arrested accused 1. Samaresh Bhunia (25 yrs) s/o- lt. Sukumar Bhunia of
Digambarpur, PO- Digambarpur, PS- Dholahat, Dist- South 24 Pgs. 2. Monideep Kandar (21 yrs) s/o- Anath
Kandar of lndranarayanpur, PO- Digambarpur, PS- Dholahat, Dist- South 24 Pgs and 04 (four) others
unidentifi ed miscreants.

Sir,

ln producing here with arrested accused person namely 1. Samaresh Bhunia (25 yrs) s/o- lt. Sukumar
Bhunia of Digambarpur, PO- Digambarpur, PS- Dhoiahat, Dist- South 24 Pgs. 2. Monideep Kandar (21 yrs)
s/o- Anath Kandar of lndranarayanpur, PO- Digambarpur, PS- Dholahat, Dist- South 24 Pgs. along with
seized articles:- 0l(one) Bhojali, l(one) iron rod,03(three) latis,02(two) nos of empty wine bottles and 7
ends of lighted bidi, and one Maruti Suzuki ECO (07 Seater) bearing Registration No. WB 98H 3363 silky
silver in colour, Engine NO. Gl2BN84l4l4, Chassis No. MA3ERLF1500847913 and one map of the local
area pointing Nonibala Cold storage and its surrounding area under proper seizure list. I do hereby lodge
complaint against the above rnentioned accused persons to the effect that on 19.05.2021at about 01.05 hrs
received telephonic information from unknown caller that some miscreants assembled at Mirjapur High
School ground for committing dacoity in the Nonibala Cold storage. This refers to Kotulpur PS GDE no-
846 dt 19.05.2021. Then as per direction of O.C. Kotulpur PS, myself along with force Ieft PS to work out
the information accompanied with SI. Sandip Chowdhury of Kotulpur PS. We reached near the suspected
place and, kept the vehicles in a safe distance and proceeded to the spot silently on foot. On 19.05.2021 at
about 01.35 hrs I observed 06/07 persons were sitting at Mirjapur High School ground and discussing
amongst themselves in a low voice. We cordoned the place and reached near them. We heard that they were
discussing about crime in the Nonibala Cold storage and taking preparation for committing dacoity.
Suddenly the assembled miscreants tried to flee away from the spot smelling presence of police. After chase
I along with officers and forces could able to apprehend the above mentioned i. Samaresh Bhunia (25 irs)
s/o- lt. Sukumar Bhunia of Digambarpur, PO- Digamnarpurr, PS- Dirolahat, Dist- South 24 Pgs and others
03/04 managed to escape in the darkness .

During escape a scuffling took place with one miscreant who was identified as one Monideep
Kandar (21 yrs) s/o- Anath Kandar of Indranarayanpur, PO- Digambarpur, PS- Dholahat, Dist- South 24 Pgs
and during retreat said Monideep Kandar also tried to flee away from the spot and being chased by us fell
down on the pitch road and then he was apprehended. I searched his person and found one bhojali from the
possession of him, I would also like to note here that I offered the suspected accused to search ourselves
before we started search his person. But he refused to search us. The accused Monideep Kandar could not
produce any valid documents or papers in support of the car. Thereafter I searched the place of assembly and
found I (one) iron rod , 03(three) latis ,02(two) nos of Empty wine bottles and 7 ends of lighted bidi and one
map of the local area pointing Nanibala Cold storage and its surrounding which I seized under proper seizure
list in presence witnesses . In the midnight no public witness was found to stand as seizure witnesses.

Finding no other way I seized those articles in presence of accompanied police personnel as witnesses, as

alamat of the case. On interrogation the apprehended accused disclosed his names and addresses as

mentioned above and stated that he along with Hafijul Mondal, and other 4 (four) miscreants assembled at

that place to commit dacoity in the Nonibala Cold storage. The arrested accused also stated that he does not
know the identity of the 4 miscreants who managed to flee from spot as those persons were invited by Hafijul
Mondal afor committing dacoity. So I arrested the above noted accused person maintaining all the formalities
regarding arrest and informed him about the ground of arrest .



It is also to be noted that the above noted accused persons have past criminal records. On perusal of
records it is found that accused Hafijul Mondal was involved in Onda PS case no. 265115 dta:- t+.tt.tS
UIS 3951397 IPC & Added section 4l2IPC,2. Onda PS case no.287115 dtd:- t2.12.15 U/S 395 IpC &
25/27 Arms Act.,3. JoypurPScase no. 14115 dtd:-23.01.15 u/s 46u37gl4ll lpc,4. GoghatpScaseno
609114 dtdi 12.12.14 U/S 379 IPC,5. Kotulpur PS case No. 41i17 dtd:- 16.02.17 UIS 3ggl411 &.25127
Arms Act, 6' Kotulpur PS case No.266117 dt-01.12.17 U/S 379 IPC & 7. Kotulpur p.S. Case no 1g3/lg
dt. I 1.12.18. uls 392 LP.C.

As the arrested accused person and the accused persons who fled away were assembled at Mirjapur
high School ground armed with deadly weapons and taking preparation for committing dacoity i, ttr"
Nonibala Cold storage. Specific case U/S 3991402IPC may kindly be initiated against all the above noted
accused persons .
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